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Abstract—The aim of this systematic review is to de-
termine the current state of the art in the real-time
classification of user-generated content from social media.
Focus is on the identification of the main characteristics
of data used for training and testing; the types of text
processing and normalisation that is required; the machine
learning methods used most commonly; and how these
methods compare to one another in terms of classification
performance.

Relevant studies were selected from subscription-based
digital libraries, free-to-access bibliographies, and self-
curated repositories, then screened for relevance with key
information extracted and structured against the following
facets: natural language processing methods, data char-
acteristics, classification methods and evaluation results.
A total of 25 studies published between 2014 and 2018
covering 15 types of classification algorithms were included
in this review.

Support vector machines, Bayesian classifiers, and deci-
sion trees were the most commonly employed algorithms
with recent emergence of neural network approaches.
Domain-specific, API driven collection is the most prevalent
origin of data sets. The re-use of previously published data
sets as a means of bench-marking algorithms against other
studies is also prevalent.

In conclusion, there are consistent approaches taken
when normalising social media data for text mining and
traditional text mining techniques are suited to the task of
real-time analysis of social media.

I. INTRODUCTION

Social media provide us with vast amounts of informa-

tion covering various aspects of modern life. A rich level

of discourse is generated online on topics ranging from

global social and political issues, to national reaction to

major sporting events, to the reporting of localised news

and gossip.

There is an ever-increasing abundance of social media

content produced daily with an estimated 48.3% of the

global population being considered a social media user

in 2020, projected to rise to 56.7% by 2025 [1]. This

increasing uptake brings about an abundance of social

media content, within a single day 500 million tweets

[2], 216 million Facebook messages, and 500 million

Instagram stories are produced [3].

Accessing, interpreting and using these data effec-

tively has become a major focus of scientific, political

and commercial communities. The sheer volume, variety

and velocity of data pose significant challenges to digest-

ing social media narratives efficiently. Text mining offers

an opportunity to automate this process as data gleaned

from social media streams can be valuable both in real-

time and post hoc analyses [4], combining methods from

natural language processing (NLP), data mining and

machine learning to distil information from large corpora

of text data [5].

The timeliness of delivering knowledge obtained

through the text of mining social media can prove crucial

to businesses, government and researchers looking to

build situational awareness around an event or topic

[6]. Development of text mining systems that operate in

(near) real-time, where derived information is presented

to users within an actionable time window, is therefore

essential. This can generally be in the order of seconds,

minutes, hours or days dependant on the domain, scope

and user needs.

The aim of this systematic review is to determine

the current state of the art in the real-time classification

of user-generated content from social media. We focus

on the identification of current and emerging trends in

the use of NLP and data mining techniques to extract

features that can support text classification as well as

the approaches to text classification itself covering an

array of machine learning methods and the data used to

train them. Specifically, this review aims to answer the

four research questions given in Table I.

II. BACKGROUND

Machine learning, a general inductive process that

produces an automatic text classifier by learning the

characteristics of the categories of interest, has become

the dominant approach to text classification over the

recent decades [7]. There are a multitude of different

approaches to this type of classification that can be

grouped into a number of types such as logic based algo-

rithms, perceptron-based techniques, statistical learning

algorithms, and Support Vector Machines (SVMs).
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TABLE I
RESEARCH QUESTION

ID Question

RQ1
What are the main characteristics of data used
to train and test real-time text classifiers?

RQ2

What types of text processing and normalisation are
required to facilitate classification of user-generated
content from social media?

RQ3
Which machine learning methods are used most
commonly to implement real-time text classification?

RQ4
How do these methods compare to one another in terms
of classification performance?

The key types of logic based algorithms are decision

trees and rule-based classifiers. Decision trees classify

documents by inducing a set of feature-driven rules that

can incrementally bisect the training data down into

the desired categories based upon features of the data

[8]. Rule-based classifiers allow for overlapping rules to

be induced in order to describe and classify the data,

presenting a less restrictive approach to rule generation

[9]. The most useful characteristic of rule-based classi-

fiers is their comprehensibility whereas decision trees are

typically more efficient when working with larger data

sets [10].

Perceprton-based classification focused upon algo-

rithms that utilise units of mathematical models (percep-

trons) likened to biological neurons in order to perform

the classification task. Neural networks [11] are re-

emerging as the state-of-the-art in perceptron-based clas-

sification techniques, driven by the emergence of easily

accessible deep-learning toolkits such as TensorFlow

[12] and PyTorch [13]. A key benefit of neural networks

is that they tend to operate on raw or lightly processed

features [14], and whilst they can be considered difficult

to interpret [10], advancements have been made in recent

years focused on improving both the interpretability and

explainability of deep learning algorithms [15].

Statistical learning algorithms are driven by proba-

bilistic models, with Bayesian networks and instance-

based learning being the most well known represen-

tative types [10]. Naive Bayes classifiers operate on

the assumption that features present in a model are

independent of each other given the class, even though

in reality features are seldom independent of class [16].

Multinomial naive Bayes classifiers are optimised to

work with features present within a class that consist

of discrete values, such as word counts, providing better

performance over large sets of vocabularies [17]. The

naive assumption present in these classifiers leads to

a computationally efficient yet arguably robust classi-

fication algorithm, whose logic can be easily grasped

by users [18]. The k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) technique

is an instance-based learning classifier, which is more

computationally heavy but more stable when compared

to other algorithms, that classifies documents based upon

their calculated distances to training instances within a

multidimensional feature space [10].

SVMs are a more recent form of classification al-

gorithm that aim to identify the optimal hyperplane

which produces the largest separation (optimal margin)

of documents between two classes using either a linear

and nonlinear function [19]. The model complexity of an

SVM is unaffected by the number of features encoun-

tered in the training data making them suited to deal with

learning tasks where the number of features is large with

respect to the number of training instances [10]. SVMs

are limited by the fact that they are heavily bound by

the choice of their kernel [20].

A. Related Work

A number of literature surveys have been performed

looking at the text mining of social media in recent years.

Salloum et al. [21] investigated text mining techniques

used on both Twitter and Facebook data, highlighting

issues surrounding the potential ambiguity of words and

sentences found within a social media based corpus and

criticising the lack of non-English text analysis.

Irfan et al. [22] survey a small selection of studies

looking at both classification and clustering techniques

across platforms such as Facebook, LinkedIn and MyS-

pace. They discuss methods of feature extraction and

selection, and highlight the challenges faced in having

to work with texts that are not necessarily structured

according to grammatical norms.

Whilst these literature reviews provide important in-

sights into how social media data can be mined, they

do not possess the same degree of structure and rigour

that can be found in the more methodological systematic

reviews, which aim to integrate empirical research in or-

der to create generalisations in the form of meta-analyses

[23]. The systematic approach is time consuming with a

number of bottlenecks, but it allows for a large volume

of articles to be screened, and benefits from having a

clearly defined scope and comparable outputs [23].

Systematic reviews have are being performed on text

mining of social media, but these have been focused

within the Health Science domain. Wongkoblap et al.

[24] looks at the application of text mining social media

to research mental health, noting that the majority of

the studies focused on analysis of depression (46%) and

suicide (17%), but the review did not go as far as to

produce any meta-analysis of classifier performance.

III. METHODS

This systematic review follows the Preferred Report-

ing Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses

(PRISMA) guidelines [25], which have been adapted

from the health science domain.
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A. Search Strategy

In order to systematically identify articles relevant

to social media related to text classification of user-

generated content, we first considered relevant data

sources including subscription-based digital libraries cu-

rated by reputable journal publishers [26, 27], free-to-

access bibliographies that provide aggregated searching

across third party digital libraries [28, 29], and self-

curated repositories [30, 31] where authors are able to

link published works to a third party library.

These sources were primarily identified from [32]

where we selected all ’Computer Science’ and ’Broad

Coverage’ search engines that allowed free access to

abstracts and metadata, testing our search across the

suitable sources and accepting those that returned results.

Individual sources are listed in Table II.

TABLE II
DATA SOURCES

ID Name Curator

ACM
Association for Association for
Computing Machinery Computing Machinery

IEEE IEEE Xplore
Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers

CCSB
Collection of Computer

Alf-Christian Achilles
Science Bibliographies

DBLP
DBLP Computer

Trier University
Science Bibliography

CUL CiteULike Users

GS Google Scholar Automated & Users

A Boolean query was created by combining three

major facets of this topic (real-time, classification and

social media), whose near-synonyms and hyponyms are

given in Figure 1:

title:((Real AND Time) OR

Realtime OR Live OR Stream*)

AND

title:(Classif* OR Mining OR Analys*

OR Process* OR Monitor*)

AND

((Social AND (Media OR Web)) OR Facebook

OR YouTube OR WhatsApp Twitter ... )

Fig. 1. Synonym Identification for Formal Query

The Real-Time and Classification facets were bound

specifically to article title to maximize the accuracy of

retrieval. The Social Media facet was matched against

the article’s abstract and, where possible, the full text.

The searches were performed on January 25th, 2019.

It should be noted that CiteULike ceased to operate in

March 2019 [33].

B. Selection Criteria

To further refine the scope of this systematic review,

we defined a set of inclusion and exclusion criteria (see

Table III and Table IV).

TABLE III
INCLUSION CRITERIA

ID Question

IC1
The input text represents user-generated content posted
on social media.

IC2
The input text is processed and normalized using
techniques from NLP.

IC3
The processed text is classified automatically using a
machine learning approach.

IC4

There is sufficient evidence that the classification has
been or can be used to classify data streams from social
media in real time.

TABLE IV
EXCLUSION CRITERIA

ID Question

XC1 The article was published before January 1st, 2014.

XC2 The article was not written in English.

XC3 The article was not peer reviewed.

XC4
The article does not describe the implementation of an
original application.

To ensure the rigorousness and credibility of selected

studies, they were also evaluated against the quality

assessment criteria defined in Table V.

TABLE V
QUALITY ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

ID Question

QC1 The research aims are clearly defined.

QC2 The study is methodologically sound.

QC3

The method is explained in sufficient detail to reproduce
the results; including algorithms, their parameters as well
as the data sets used for training.

QC4
The results were evaluated systematically in terms of
accuracy, precision, recall and/or F1 score.

C. Study Selection

The search results were downloaded from the given

sources (see Table II), converted into BibTex format

and then aggregated into a single list. Duplicates were

identified and removed through semi-automated title

and abstract matching, with source attribution retained

based upon the repository hierarchy and then simply on

alphabetical order within the highest tier. Abstracts for

the remaining citations were then downloaded and added

to the corpus manually.
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Document screening was performed using the Rayyan

QCRI, a web application and a mobile app for systematic

reviews [34]. The abstracts were screened to exclude the

articles that were clearly outside the scope of the review

as defined by the selection criteria. Full-text copies of

the remaining articles were downloaded automatically

using PaperCaddie1, a bespoke Django application we

implemented to source articles using their Digital Object

Identifier (DOI). The full-text articles were then assessed

against the selection criteria.

Figure 2 provides a PRISMA diagram that describes

the study selection process. Searches against the four

curated sources retrieved a total of 625 documents.

A total of 154 documents were retrieved from self-

publishing sources. We identified and subsequently re-

moved 160 duplicate documents using PaperCaddie’s

abstract comparison script.

D. Data Extraction

Data extraction cards were defined in PaperCaddie

to facilitate data synthesis. They allowed for relevant

data to be extracted and structured against the following

facets: NLP methods, data characteristics, classification

methods and evaluation results (see Table VI) during the

screening process.

1) RQ1: Main characteristics of data sets: Prove-

nance covers the type of social media where the data

were published originally. Mainstream Social Media

should be expected here; Twitter and Facebook have

been the dominant sources of user-generated content

since their emergence in 2006 and 2004 respectively. We

extended the sources considered to any platform where

social messages could be exchanged publicly, e.g., user

comments in news media.

Source refers to the provider of the data set. Some

studies choose to benchmark their algorithms using

publicly available data sets produced during NLP com-

munity challenges such as SemEval [35]. Other algo-

rithms will be designed to operate in smaller domains

leading to training data being obtained through manual

curation or automated collection through an application

programming interface (API).

Volume refers to the size of training and test data set

used. Where such information was provided, the volume

was stratified against the classes.

Scope refers to the search criteria used to collect

the data, which includes the search terms, geospatial

constraints, the time period when data were published

and/or collected together with the motivation behind

these choices. Duration was recorded in the order of

days, with the exact number taken when dates are

explicitly given, otherwise we estimate to the nearest

1https://git.cardiff.ac.uk/papercaddie

week or month dependant on the phrasing given by study

authors.

2) RQ2: Text Processing and Normalisation: Non-

linguistic Analysis partially covers the morphological

analysis presented in Abbe et al. that covers punc-

tuation and lowercasing [36]. On social media, the

user-generated content features frequent use of non-

linguistic content such as icons and special characters,

platform specific prefixes and tokens, and web links. This

complicates pre-processing of user-generated content in

comparison to traditionally formatted text. To reduce

web-based idiosyncrasies in user-generated content, its

pre-processing includes, but is not exclusive to, removing

characters (via encoding, syntax, without any semantic

reasoning), tokenising non-text features, and removing

HTML elements such as images and links.

Morphological Analysis covers the decomposition

of a stream of text into words phrases, symbols or

other meaningful elements, resulting in the extraction

of terms from the text which are independent from

the information and relationships that is found among

them [36]. Popular methods that fall into this category

are tokenisation and stemming, the former being the

segmentation of word-like units from a text [37] and

the latter is the further reduction of these words down to

one heading for all variant forms which share a common

meaning [38].

Syntactic Analysis is defined by Abbe et al. as meth-

ods that are used to determine the structure linking

different parts of a sentence [36]. They highlight lem-

matisation, i.e. reduction of different inflectional word

forms to a common base based on morphology and

syntax into account, as a common form of syntactic

analysis. Part of speech tagging represents a form of

syntactic analysis; with the structure and composition

of the sentence as a whole or in part being used to

determine the grammatical context of its constituent

words. Indexing of phrases and grammatical components

also fall into this category.

Semantic Analysis refers to the process of interpreting

the text usually through the application of domain-

specific lexicons, ontologies and dictionaries. Abbe et

al. state that ontologies based on semantic analysis allow

text to be mined for interpretable information about do-

main concepts, as opposed to simple correlations discov-

ered using statistical information [36]. Alongside the use

of ontologies and lexicons that focus on domain-specific

concepts, word normalisation through slang dictionaries,

information extraction through named entity recognition

(NER), emoji reference tables and abbreviation expan-

sion are considered within this category.

Dimensionality Reduction is focused upon reducing

the variability present within a corpus through the use

of mathematical transformation of texts. Common tech-
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1) Records identified
through database searching

a) ACM = 107 b) IEEE = 178
c) CCSB = 154 d) DBLP = 186

Total = 625

2) Additional records identified
through other sources

a) CiteULike = 7
b) Google Scholar = 147

Total = 154

Records after
duplicates removed

1a = 106; 1b = 178; 1c = 133
1d = 115; 2a = 2; 2b = 85

Total = 619

Records after
abstract screening

1a = 44; 1b = 56; 1c = 57
1d = 39; 2a = 0; 2b = 44

Total = 240

Records after
full-text articles

accessed for eligibility
1a = 17; 1b = 28; 1c = 28
1d = 12; 2a = 0; 2b = 11

Total = 96

Considered for quantitative
synthesis (meta-analysis)
1a = 10; 1b = 16; 1c = 16
1d = 9; 2a = 0; 2b = 11

Total = 62

Included in quantitative
synthesis (meta-analysis)

1a = 4; 1b = 8; 1c = 5
1d = 4; 2a = 0; 2b = 4

Total = 25

Records excluded
Internal Duplicates = 10

Cross Source Duplicates = 150
Total = 160

Records excluded
IC1’ = 191 IC2’/IC3’ = 30 IC4’ = 85

XC2 = 3 XC3 = 26 XC4 = 11
No Abstract = 19 Duplicate = 14

Total = 379

Full-texts excluded
IC1’ = 19 IC2’/IC3’ = 67

XC2 = 3 XC3 = 9 XC4 = 37
Inaccessable = 8 Duplicate = 1

Total = 144

QC exclusions
QC1’/QC2’ = 34

Total = 34

QC exclusions
QC3’/QC4’ = 37

Total = 37
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Fig. 2. PRISMA 2009 Flow Diagram

niques found in dimensionality reduction include term

frequency – inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) which

is used to identify the most discriminative words in a

corpus of documents [39], the gain ratio which is used

in decision trees to calculate the value of a document

feature has for classification [40], and word embeddings

which allow for words (and documents) to be represented

in a low dimensional vector space [41].

3) RQ3: Machine Learning Methods: Algorithm is

the only field in this section, and broadly covers the

algorithms used to perform text classification. Note was

also taken on which algorithm outperformed others,

with the algorithm presenting the highest accuracy being

selected as the best performing, when no preference

was stated by the authors. Commonly used supervised

classification algorithms include support vector machines

(SVMs) [19], naive Bayes classifiers [16], decision trees

[8], and neural networks [11].

4) RQ4: Classification Performance: Precision, Re-

call, F-Measure and Accuracy are standard measures
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TABLE VI
DATA EXTRACTION FIELDS AND EXAMPLES

Category Field Description Values / Examples

Data

Provenance Datatype
Tweet, Facebook comment, Article com-
ment, etc.

Source Origin of data
Twitter API, Gold Standard Corpus, Manual
Collection, etc.

Volume Number of documents Numerical

Scope Coverage of data Date Range

Pre-Processing

Non-linguistic Analysis SM format correction Lowercasing, URL Removal

Morphological Analysis Abbe et al. (2016) Stemming, Stop-word Removal

Syntax Analysis Abbe et al. (2016) Tagging, Chunking, Parsing, Lemmatization

Semantic Analysis Abbe et al. (2016) Tagging, Disambiguation, Ontology

Dimensionality Reduction Abbe et al. (2016) N-Gram Analysis, Bag-of-words, TF-IDF

Machine Learning Algorithm Supervised classification method Naieve Bayes, RNN, Descision Tree

Results

Precision P =
TP

TP+FP
Numerical

Recall R =
TP

TP+FN
Numerical

F-Measure F1 = 2× P×R
P+R

Numerical

Accuracy A =
TP+TN

TP+TN+FP+FN
Numerical

used to evaluate classification performance [42]. They

are derived from the numbers of true positives, false

positives, true negatives and false negatives obtained

when the classification model was applied to the test

data. Where presented the measures corresponding to

the author’s choice for best performing algorithm were

taken. If a particular measure was not presented by the

author, the value was left blank unless it could be derived

from the other presented measures. A single measure of

each was recorded and where these were only presented

at a classification category level, overall calculations

were made.

IV. RESULTS

Table VII presents the provenance, scope, source data

retrieved from the studies, along with the composition

of the data sets used to train and test the algorithms

and the reported results. Though individual results cannot

be directly compared, we can observe certain trends by

ordering the table based on Accuracy and F1 Scores.

Table VIII presents the full review of the document

preparation methodology. The following sections use

these tables to discuss the nature of the 25 studies in

relation to our four research questions.

A. RQ1: Provenance, Scope and Source

It is evident that Twitter is still the predominant source

of data utilised by researchers when working with Social

Media. The ease of access through several robust and

established APIs, volume and variety are commonly

cited as reasons for its choice. Other sources of data

include YouTube comments [43], Sina Weibo messages

[44], and a bespoke company-based messaging service

developed for IBM [45].

The majority language of the data processed is En-

glish; with only 5 out of 25 studies providing non-

English data processing of some form. This is most

evident in Ma et al. [44], which worked with exclusively

with Sina Weibo data, a Chinese language platform.

Neuenschwander et al. also worked with non-English

data, in this case Brazilian Portuguese tweets focused

on the Brazilian stock market [46]. Italian was used

alongside English in two of the studies Avvenuti et al.

[47] and D’andrea et al. [48]. Finally, Vincente et al.

present multilingual text mining, working with data sets

from Basque, English, French and Spanish [49].
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TABLE VII
COMBINED STUDY RESULTS

Study Source Data Algorithms Results

Title Type API Man PrePub Range (d) Vol Classes Dist Tot Best Acc P R F1

Kurniawan et al. [50] Tweet Y 7 35184 2 E 3 SVM 99.77% 99.65% 99.89% 99.77%

D’Andrea et al. [48] ∗ Tweet Y 0.17 2660 2 E 5 SVM 95.75% 95.30% 96.50% 95.80%

Nguyen et al. [51] Tweet Y 30 5000 2 U 4 BN 94.20% 96.60% 95.40%

Benkhelifa and Laallam [43] § YouTube Y 122 10K 2 E 1 SVM 95.30% 95.35% 95.35% 95.35%

Behzadan et al. [52] Tweet Y 4 21K 2 U 1 CNN 94.72% 94.57% 94.62%

Alharthi et al. [53] Tweet [54] 111 6126 3 B 1 SVM 93.10% 92.66%

Subramani et al. [55] Tweet Y 108 618 2 U 1 LogReg 92.50%

Win and Aung [56] ‡ Tweet Y 6 1045 3 Ma 3 Linear 92.02% 91.20% 92.00% 91.30%

Steed et al. [57] Tweet [58] 80 1600K 2 E 2 NB 90.00%

Michailidis et al. [59] Tweet Y 364 17360 2 B 4 SVM 90.00% 86.00% 85.00% 85.50%

Middleton and Krivcovs [60] Tweet Y 1 1045 2 U 5 DT 69.00% 98.00% 88.00%

Serban et al. [61] Tweet Y 256 9353 2 U 4 CNN 85.40% 85.20%

Karanasou et al. [62] Tweet [63] 30 12529 3 Ma 4 SVM 85.10%

Avvenuti et al. [47] ∗ Tweet Y 5069 2 U 1 DT 83.50%

Rezaei and Jalali [64] ‡ Tweet Y 9903 2 2 DT 82.51%

Cavalin et al. [65] Tweet 15 1910 3 Ma 1 NB 82.00%

Lee et al. [66] Tweet Y 736 2000 2 U 4 NBM 81.10% 81.10% 81.10%

Yu et al. [67] Tweet Y 2 200 2 E 5 SVM 77.00%

Golestani et al. [45] § IBM Y 30 130K 2 U 5 NBM 73.00% 74.00% 73.50%

Neuenschwander et al. [46] ∗ Tweet 153 922 2 U 3 NBM 73.40% 73.50% 73.40%

Mane et al. [68] Tweet [69]* 364 1466 3 Mi 1 NB 72.27%

Vicente et al. [49] ∗ Tweet 15 12273 3 Mi 1 SVM 70.43%

Vilares et al. [70] Tweet [71] 214 28088 7 Ma 1 Linear 69.85% 72.43% 69.81%

Ma et al. [44] ∗§ Sina Weibo Y 546 160K 2K 4 RNN 67.30% 66.50% 66.90%

Azzouza et al. [72] Tweet [69] 364 3813 3 Mi 1 Rules 55.96%

∗ - Non-English language corpus ‡ - Favours speed over Accuracy/F-Measure § - Non Tweet data source
italic - Values estimated from graph(s) underline - Values calculated from presented data

E - Equal distribution U - Unequal distribution
B - Balanced distribution Ma - Distinct majority class Mi - Distinct minority class
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APIs are the most popular form of data collection;

14 studies using APIs provided by the social media

platforms (Twitter, YouTube and Sina Weibo). A total

of 8 studies indicated that collections were bounded by

search terms [60, 67, 52, 56, 43, 44, 66, 47], 2 utilised

a geospatial bounding [51, 61], 2 used a combination

of search terms and geospatial bounding [48, 55] and 1

collectied using a combination of terms and specific user

accounts [50].

Publicly available pre-collected data sets were the

second most common form of data used. We identified

6 such studies. The majority were gold-standard data

sets produced as part of NLP community challenges with

Vilares et al. [70] utilising the RepLab 2014 corpus [71]

and Azzouza et al. and Karanasou et al. [72, 62] using

corpora from the SemEval series [69, 63]. Interestingly,

Mane et al. [68] used data from SemEval 2013.T2

corpus [69], but this was obtained through a secondary

source whereby on of the classes from the original set

was omitted, resulting in a different volume an overall

constitution of training data relative to Azzouza et al.

who also used the SemEval 2013.T2 corpus. Both Steed

et al. and Alharthi et al. [57, 53] source their data

sets from previously published articles, with the former

sourcing a large 1.6 million datapoint corpus produced

by Go et al. [58], and the latter citing previous work of

their own where they detail the collection methodology

[54]. In all cases where the pre-collected data sets were

re-used, the details of the original collection method

were obtained from the corresponding citation.

Michalidis et al. [59] resorted to manual collection

and curation of their Twitter-based data set through

a third-party service FigureEight (then called Crowd-

Flower), opting to bound their collection criteria through

search terms. Golestani et al. [45] obtained their IBM

messaging directly from the company’s databases, with

no constraints on terms, users or location. Finally, we

were unable to identify the origin of data in 3 studies

[65, 49, 46]. The number of days covered by a data

set was identified in all but two of the studies [47, 64].

Studies used data that ranged from less than a day up to

just over two years.

Looking across the volumes of data used to train

and/or test the text mining approaches, there was a lot

of variation between studies with an inter-quartile range

spanning from 1,688 to 18,000 documents and a median

of 6,126. The data set is positively skewed, with one

study [57] presenting a training set size that can be

considered an outlier falling outside the upper quartile

by over three standard deviations. Steed et al. use 1.6

million documents within their training set which is an

existing auto-generated training set produced by Go et

al [58].

B. RQ2: Data Processing and Normalisation

Non-linguistic Analysis: User-generated content from

social networking platforms features prevalent use of

non-linguistic content such as references to web site and

other users by their identifiers that may pose difficulties

to NLP algorithms that have been developed for tra-

ditionally formatted discourse. Six studies manipulated

user mentions (words preceded by the @ symbol) either

by removing username [50, 53, 67, 55], replacing the

username with a generic representative token [65], or

stripping off the @ prefix and retaining the username,

or leaving the username intact [70]. URLs were more

likely to be normalised, with a 50/50 split on tokenising

vs. removing for the ten studies that manipulated them.

There are two instances of HTML normalisation, with

Lee at al. [66] choosing to replace HTML instances

with an HTML token and Yu et al. [67] choosing to

remove any instances of HTML completely, which will

also cover URLs present in the text.

Surprisingly, only five studies reported manipulating

hashtags in any way. Two use expansion techniques

for segmenting the hashtag, e.g., through the use of

heuristic camel case word splitting [61, 49] with one

of these taking it further by employing a prefix-based

space prediction algorithm [73] to break the hashtag into

the minimum possible number of words when camel

case splitting fails [61]. Two studies removed hashtags

completely [59, 55], and the last one just removes

the symbol [70]. A lot of studies chose to remove

punctuation [57, 48, 52, 43, 55], non-ASCII characters

[52], Unicode characters [67], non-alphanumeric content

[65, 57, 48, 50, 67, 51, 52, 55], numbers [48, 43, 59, 55];

reducing user-generated content down to plain text. A

total of six studies used word normalisation methods,

generally reducing repetitive vowels within words down

to single instances to compensate for social media ver-

nacular [68, 65, 57, 62, 72, 49].

Morphological Analysis: This proved to be the least

diverse part of the data extraction process with tokenisa-

tion, stemming and stop word removal representing all of

the methods extracted from the data set here, often with

all three being used in concert [57, 48, 64, 56, 52, 55].

There is some interesting use of stop word removal in

several studies where non-standard stop word removal

was presented. They were focusing on sentiment anal-

ysis, whose performance may be affected by removing

certain stop words including modal verbs and pronouns

[57, 66].
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TABLE VIII
ARTICLES INCLUDED FOR QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

Citation Non-linguistic Morphological Syntax Semantic Reduction Techniques

Vilares et al.

2014 [70]

- lowercasing

- # and @ rem

- url tokenising

- dependency tree

- lemmatisation

- PoS
- emotion dict idx

- boolean vectors

- ngram (uni, bi,

lemmas)
- Linear

Mane et al.

2014 [68]
- word norm

- stemming

- stop word rem
- PoS

- emoji dict norm

- sentiment dict idx

- word expansion
- NB

Cavalin et al.

2014 [65]

- nonalphanum. rem

- punctuation norm

- url tokenising

- user tokenising

- word norm

- tokenisation

- stop word rem

- proper noun

tokenisation

- knowledge dict

filter

- knowledge dict

norm

- NB

Neuenschwander

et al.

2014 ∗ [46]
- stop word rem

- lemmatisation

- PoS

- SOCAL (Rules)

- NB

- NBM

Steed et al.

2015 †¶ [57]

- lowercasing

- nonalphanum. rem

- punctuation rem

- url tokenising

- word norm

- stemming

- stop word rem

(modal verbs kept)

- tokenisation

- word expansion - word vectors
- NB

- Max Entropy

Lee et al.

2015 †¶ [66]

- html tokenising

- url tokenising

- stop word rem

(pronouns kept)

- ngram (uni, bi,

tri)

- tf-idf

- NB

- NBM

- RF

- SVM

Avvenuti et al.

2015 ∗ [47]

- punctuation count

- retweet flag

- uppercase count

- url flag

- user flag

- word count

- vocabulary idx
- funct. (Pearson’s)

- information gain
- DT

D’Andrea et al.

2015 ∗ [48]

- nonalphanum. rem

- number rem

- punctuation rem

- stemming

-stop word rem

- tokenisation

- information gain

- stem filter

- tf-idf

- SVM

- NB

- DT

- kNN

- PART (Rules)

Middleton and

Krivcovs

2016 † [60]

- tokenisation

- stemming
- PoS - NER

- ngram

- tf-idf

- DT

- kNN

- NB

- RF

- LogitBoost

Kurniawan et al.

2016 [50]

- lowercasing

- nonalphanum. rem

- RT syntax rem

- url rem

- user rem

- word expansion - word vectors

- SVM

- DT

- NB

Karanasou et al.

2016 [62]
- word norm - stop word rem

- grammatical idx

- negation idx

- PoS

- emoji dict idx

- sentiment dict idx

- vocabulary norm

- SVM

- NB

- DT

- Linear (SGD)

Yu et al.

2016 [67]

- html rem

- nonalphanum. rem

- unicode rem

- url rem

- user rem

- tokenisation - lemmatisation
- knowledge dict

norm
- ngram (uni, bi)

- SVM

- NB

- Nonlinear SVM

- Max Entropy

- kNN

- DT

Nguyen et al.

2016 † [51]

- date, loc, time idx

- nonalphanum. rem
- stop word rem

- lemmatisation

- PoS

- knowledge dict

idx

- kNN

- BN

- SVM

- DT

Azzouza et al.

2017 † [72]
- word norm - PoS

- emoji dict idx

- vocabulary norm

- word expansion
- tf-idf - Rules

Rezaei and Jalali

2017 ‡ [64]
- lowercasing

- stemming

- stop word rem

- tokenisation

- funct. (Gini)

- tf-idf

- token filter

- DT (McD)

- DT (H)

Win and Aung

2017 ‡ [56]

- hashtag count

- url count

- stemming

- stop word rem

- tokenisation
- PoS

- knowledge dict

idx

- emotion dict idx

- ngram (uni, bi)

- word vectors

- information gain

- word embedding

- Linear

- SMO-SVM

- RF

Behzadan et al.

2018 [52]

- lowercasing

- nonalphanum. rem

- non-ascii rem

- punctuation rem

- stemming

- stop word rem

- tokenisation
- vocabulary norm - word embedding - CNN

Bold - Best performing technique ∗ - Non-English language corpus † - Presentation of user interface

¶ - Non-standard stop word rem ‡ - Favours speed over Accuracy/F-Measure § - Non Twitter data source
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TABLE VIII
ARTICLES INCLUDED FOR QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

Citation Non-linguistic Morphological Syntax Semantic Reduction Techniques

Benkhelifa and

Laallam

2018 § [43]

- number rem

- punctuation rem
- stemming

- interjection idx

- PoS
- emotion dict idx - tf-idf - SVM

Michailidis et al.

2018 † [59]

- hashtag rem

- number rem

- url rem

- stemming

- stop word rem

- SVM

- NB

- DT

- Max Entropy

Golestani et al.

2018 § [45]
- lowercasing

- stop word rem

- tokenisation
- tf-idf

- NBM

- SVM

- RF

- DT

- Ad. Boosting

S, erban et al.

2018 [61]

- hashtag expansion

- lowercasing

- url rem
- emoji dict norm

- tf-idf (NB, SVM)

- word embedding

(RNN, CNN)

- NB

- SVM

- RNN

- CNN

Alharthi et al.

2018 †¶ [53]

- hashtag idx

- Meida rem

- url rem

- user rem

- stemming

- tokenisation

- emoji dict idx

- emotion dict idx

- sentiment dict idx

- ngram (uni bi, tri)

- information gain

- tf-idf
- LSE SVM

Vicente et al.

2018 ∗ [49]

- hashtag expansion

- url tokenising

- word norm

- grammatical idx

- interjection idx

- lemmatisation

- PoS

- emoji dict norm

- vocabulary norm
- ngram (uni) - SVM

Ma et al.

2018 ∗§ [44]
- tokenisation

- attention layers

(sentence, word)

- funct. (softmax)

- NB

- CNN

- tSAM-RNN

- SAM-RNN

Subramani et al.

2018 [55]

- hashtag rem

- nonalphanum. rem

- number rem

- punctuation rem

- user rem

- stemming

- stop word rem

- tokenisation
- PoS

- emotion dict idx

- sentiment dict idx
- tf-idf - Log Reg

Bold - Best performing technique ∗ - Non-English language corpus † - Presentation of user interface

¶ - Non-standard stop word rem ‡ - Favours speed over Accuracy/F-Measure § - Non Twitter data source
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Syntactic Analysis: This category is dominated by

traditional text mining techniques, predominantly part of

speech (POS) [70, 68, 46, 60, 62, 51, 72, 56, 43, 49, 55]

and lemmatisation [70, 46, 67, 51, 49]. A small number

of studies show interest in emphasising particular gram-

matical elements such as interjections [43, 49], negation

and key phrases [62] and onomatopoeic tokens [49].

Semantic Analysis: Identification of emotions was

used in over a third of studies, with emotion dictio-

naries used to index emotions in five studies [70, 56,

43, 53, 55], emoji lookup tables used in three studies

[62, 72, 53], and the translation of emojis into a text

representation in three others [68, 61, 49]. Interestingly

the use of sentiment dictionaries [68, 62, 53, 55] is lower

than that of emotion dictionaries.

A number of well-established lexicons were cited,

with the SentiWordNet [74] being employed by [62, 55],

and the LWIC lexicon [75] used in [70, 53] and WordNet

Affect [76] by [55]. Other knowledge-specific lexicons

were used in five studies to either filter out tokens [65],

index key concepts [51, 56], or normalise text through

disambiguation [65, 67]. Normalisation of vocabulary

was also performed in a number of studies whereby

either the vocabulary used was reduced [62, 72, 52, 49]

or abbreviations and acronyms were expanded [68, 57,

50, 72]. Interestingly NER is only presented in one study

[60].

Dimensionality Reduction: The predominant ap-

proach used for dimensionality reduction was TF-IDF

[66, 48, 60, 72, 64, 43, 45, 61, 53, 55]. N-grams were

used in seven studies [70, 66, 60, 67, 56, 53, 49],

with several using bi-grams [70, 66, 67, 56, 53], two

studies using tri-grams [66, 53] and one applying the

n-gram principle to both words and their lemmas [70].

Other approaches used information gain [47, 48, 56, 53],

word embeddings [56, 52, 61], Pearson’s correlation

coefficient [47], the Gini index [64] and the softmax

function [44].

When looking at the pre-processing methods, in the

context of classification performance, there was a pos-

itive correlation of 0.41 and 0.42 in the Social Media

Normalisation and Morphological Analysis categories

respectively. When the two categories were to be com-

bined into one to align with Abbe et al.’s original

categories, the correlation rises to 0.5. This is of interest

as it suggests that the normalisation of social media texts

has a positive effect on the classification performance.

C. RQ3: Machine Learning Algorithms

This section focuses primarily on the choice of ma-

chine learning algorithms used to support text classifica-

tion. The difficulty of this task depends on the underlying

classification scheme and the distribution of training data

across the classes. The majority of studies focused on

binary [50, 48, 51, 43, 52, 55, 57, 59, 60, 61, 47, 64]

and ternary [53, 56, 62, 65, 66, 67, 45, 46, 68, 49, 72]

classification. Only two studies used more than three

classes; Vilares et al. [70] classifies into 7 classes and

Ma et al. [44] is the only outlier with a classification set

of 2000. Next, we examined the class balance using a

standard deviation in class volume over of 0.05 of the

total volume as an indicator of class unbalance.

Looking at the binary classifiers, a total of six were

trained with evenly balanced classes [50, 48, 43, 57, 59,

67]. Four of these studies achieved even classes through

under sampling of the majority class [50, 48, 43, 67],

one [57] used a third party data set where a hard limit

was placed on the amount of data collected for both

classes [58] to produce an even data set, whilst the sixth

[59] achieved a 47:53 balanced data set by artificially

inflating the volume of the minority class using Synthetic

Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) to synthet-

ically create additional data using the existing classified

content [77]. SMOTE was also used in the only ternary

classifier [53].

Studies employing an unbalanced data set for ternary

classification performed better when there was a distinct

majority class [56, 62, 65] relative to studies that had

a distinct minority class [68, 49, 72]. The implication

is that the under-sampled class negatively effects the

average performance values, resulting in the lower per-

formance scores. Studies with an evenly distributed data

set proved to be the best performing and would perform

better (avg of 4.0) if not for Yu et al. which may be

suffering from smallest training data set of only 200 [67].

TABLE IX
PREVALENCE OF MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES

ML Technique Best Papers
Versus

None Self Others

SVM 8 13 3 16

Naive Bayes 3 13 2 1

Decision Tree 3 10 2 1 4

NB Multinomial 3 3 9

CNN 2 3 1 3

Linear Classifier 2 3 1 2

Rule Based 1 3 1

RNN 1 3 1 2

Baysean Network 1 1 3

Regression 1 1 1

kNN 4

Random Forest 4

Max Entropy 3

Boosting 2

Nonlinear SVM 1

25 67 11 2 40

A wide range of machine learning methods were used

to support text classification (See Table IX). As expected,

the vast majority used supervised learning algorithms.

Out of 25 studies, a total of 12 compared multiple

methods and two compared different implementations
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of the same method. A number of studies cited common

software packages that support multiple implementations

of classification algorithms such as scikit-learn [78],

Weka [79], LibLinear [80] and word2vec [41].

Three methods were used predominantly: SVMs [19],

naive Bayesian learning [16] and decision trees [8].

SVMs performed best in 8 out of 13 studies, [50,

48, 43, 53, 59, 62, 67, 49]. Naive Bayes learning

performed best in 3 out of 13 studies [57, 65, 68].

Decision trees performed best in 3 out of 10 studies

[60, 47, 64]. SVMs were frequently compared to naive

Bayes algorithms [48, 61], Decision tree algorithms [45],

or both [50, 62, 67, 59], and frequently outperformed

both of these algorithm types. Naive Bayes Multinomial

algorithms consistently outperformed all other methods

that they were compared to [66, 45, 46], including SVMs

in two of the three [66, 45].

Studies favouring SVMs featured a heavy use of

normalisation techniques, with the majority opting to

remove idiosyncrasies of the social media texts or non-

alphanumeric characters. Interestingly, only three studies

that favoured SVMs used POS tagging and did so to

identify particular lexical classes such as interjections

and onomatopoeias to improve classification perfor-

mance. Emotion or emoji dictionaries were used in 50%

of the SVM favouring studies. From the studies that

favoured Bayesian classifiers, the better performing ap-

proaches made heavier use of normalisation techniques

relative to the lower performing ones. Stop words were

consistently removed, suggesting that probabilistic mod-

els may be more sensitive to these features. However,

Steed et al. and Lee et al. chose to retain parts of speech

that would usually be lost with stop word removal.

Steed et al. choose to keep modal verbs as they are

commonly used in emotive content. Lee et al. postulated

that people describing their allergies are more likely to

use possessive pronouns.

There was sparse use of data processing and normal-

isation in the studies favouring Decision Trees. Tokeni-

sation, stemming, and the use of TF-IDF was present

in two studies [60, 64]. The use of correlation coef-

ficients for dimensionality reduction was observed in

both Avvenuti et al. [47] and in Rezaei and Jalali [64],

although different methods were selected with the former

using Pearson’s and the latter Gini.

Recent years have brought an increased use of deep

learning methods, in particular convolutional neural net-

works (CNNs) [81, 11] and recurrent neural networks

(RNNs) [82] due to the lowered barriers of entry pro-

vided by cloud computing platforms. CNNs demon-

strated high classification accuracy in Behzadan et al.

and Serban et al. [52, 61]. Ma et al. [44] also employed

a number of variations of Long Short-Term Memory

(LSTM) based RNNs [83] to support multi-class clas-

sification; something not commonly seen in this review.

D. RQ4: Performance

Training data size did not appear to have a major

impact on the performance, with a correlation coefficient

of -0.30 when outlier training sets [57] were removed.

There is a stronger correlation between the time range

and classification, with a correlation coefficient of -0.47.

It is possible that the shorter time windows are more ho-

mogeneous leading to better classification performance,

though it is not clear whether this was due to overfitting.

Deep learning relies on a large volume of training

data and this is reflective in the data set sizes for both

Behzadan et al. [52] and Ma et al. [44], with data set

sizes of 21,000 and 160,000 respectively, both of which

sit above the upper quartile value for data set size. Serban

et al. [61] has a much smaller data set size relative to

the other studies investigating deep learning. This study

is outperformed by Behzadan et al. [52], but not by Ma

et al. [44] which is possibly due to the fact that Ma et

al. are classifying with 2,000 classes and so although

they have 160,000 documents that only averages out at

80 documents per class, versus 4,676.5 documents per

class in Serban et al [61].

There was no consistent means of assessing the speed

of an algorithm operating within a real-time environ-

ment. A number of studies performed additional experi-

ments aimed at either assessing the performance of their

algorithms within a live experiment [48, 51, 60, 64, 61,

49] or at bench-marking the performance of supporting

architecture [62]. Only two studies highlighted a pref-

erence for speed over performance when selecting their

preferred algorithms [56, 64]. Rezaei and Jalali favoured

the McDiarmid Tree algorithm; which processed docu-

ments 0.57 seconds faster than the Hoeffding Tree at

the cost of decrease in accuracy by 0.08% [64]. Win

and Aung favoured a LibLinear [80] based classifier in

their study over a SMO trained SVM [84] despite an

average accuracy cost of 0.43% across several training

sets, citing a faster processing time as the reason for this

preference [56].

V. DISCUSSION

As mentioned in the results, Twitter formed the largest

source of data utilised by the studies, most likely due to

it’s highly accessible APIs. We expect a future direction

of this field will see this homogeneity of data type

be reduced, with more platform agnostic and language

agnostic solutions being presented. This is important as

the social media environment is volatile and prone to

change, even monolithic platforms such as Facebook

is not invulnerable to user apathy [85]. In addition to

this, platforms themselves are often, in efforts to guard
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against data breaches, disinformation, and malicious

actors, rolling back API access effecting the ability for

users to extract data for analysis [86, 87].

English language only corpora were found in 80%

of the studies, with 6 other languages covered in the

remaining studies [48, 47, 46, 49, 44]. When compared

to the distribution of language used on the web [88], we

can see that English is heavily over represented in our

survey set. In addition to the languages encountered in

this review, studies using common languages such as

Hindi and Russian [89] do exist. Furthermore, multi-

lingual text classification is becoming more attainable

through new feature learning techniques such as word

embeddings [90, 91], and these techniques are already

now being applied to the social media space [92].

As the applications of social media text classification

broaden in scope, the challenge of obtaining reputable,

repeatable and comparable training corpora for more

niche domains increases. It was noticeable that the

majority of studies sought to create their own training

data, with only 6 studies using publicly available pre-

collected data sets, and only 4 of these originated from

gold-standard data sets produced as part of NLP com-

munity challenges like RepLab and SemEval, focused on

reputational classification [71] and sentiment [69, 63].

Classification performance was reported inconsis-

tently, with the better performing studies tending to

report accuracy. Lower performing studies tended to

omit accuracy favouring precision, recall and F1 score

instead. It should be noted that of the eight studies

that did not report accuracy, the top four all presented

user interfaces, suggesting that either precision or recall

was preferred by the user requirements. For instance,

Middleton and Krivcovs [60], achieved a recall of 99%

against a precision of 68%.

Systematic reviews are more commonly used in Med-

ical Science and are most powerful when assessing the

outputs of clinical studies [36]. These studies follow a

much more rigorous and standardised means of hypoth-

esising, candidate selection and variable control. Social

Media text analysis is a relatively new field when com-

pared to clinical study, and so there was no expectation

that text mining papers would follow a consistent form

in experiment design or paper presentation, adding to

the challenge of performing this systematic, but efforts

already exist that look to improve the systematic review

process within the software development and computer

science domain [93].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have seen that text classification results are af-

fected by the quality of the training data, with an empha-

sis on the preference towards an evenly balanced data set.

Larger data sets were correlated with better performance,

but not to the same degree as the size of the collection

window, with a smaller window correlated with better

performance. Domain-specific, API driven collection is

the most prevalent origin of data sets, although there

is also a lot of re-use of previously published data sets

as a means of bench-marking algorithms against other

studies where the application domain is more generic

or popular. Twitter still dominates in terms of document

type, with a small number of studies exploring data from

other platforms.

Consistent trends in text normalisation have been

observed, with attention being paid to the non-natural

language entities found in Social Media. Username,

URI and hashtag normalisation techniques are present

within many of the studies in this review. These are key

elements in enriching social media text and so it is of no

surprise that this featured heavily in the review. It is also

apparent that it is important to reduce documents down

into plain text to assist algorithms in processing social

media content. Classic NLP tasks such as tokenisation,

POS tagging, lemmatisation and stemming are present

throughout the review and there is a focus on lexico-

semantic analysis of sentiment and emotion.

We saw three types of algorithm frequently presented

in the study set: SVMs, Bayesian classifiers, and decision

trees. These algorithm types were regularly tested in con-

cert with one another, with SVMs outperforming these

and other algorithms most frequently. Neural networks

were present in the study set, but only in the more recent

studies. This is reflective of the ease by which these

algorithms are available through software packages such

as the Python-based scikit-learn or the Java-based Weka,

that makes comparable implementation very accessible

to researchers.

The integration of classification tools into large an-

alytic platforms is increasing in importance, as the

adoption of machine learning outcomes becomes more

common outside of the Computer Science domain, form-

ing a part of a much wider field of interdisciplinary

research, that blends both qualitative and quantitative

analysis [94, 95]. Future development in text mining

of social media will be reliant on the implementation

of both multilingual and platform agnostic solutions,

supported by a greater diversity of gold-standard corpora.
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